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Resolution of the state-wide raiZ stT'ike on Janua:Py 28~ 1,985
reppe.sented the end of the ninth industrial dispute since JanuarY:J
1980 that dispupted rail .sepvices -in the Sydney metpopoZitan r>egion"
Thi,g paper att:empts to de.scpibe the pesponses of both commuters and
the traffic authorities in coping with the w'ithdPawaZ of rail
services. I t also analyses the change in road traffic conditions
duping rail Btr'ikes by studying the ,sit:uation befope., duping and
after the nineteen_day strike oj' Jwte-July., 1.983, The tpaff'ic counts
used in this statistical analysis were collected at ten traffic
signal 8'ites -in the metpopoZitan Y'egion that fanned parot of the
computeT"ised Sydney Co-ordinated Adapt-ive Traffic System (SCATS)
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INIRODucrrON
Ihe vital importance of transport in the economic and social life of a Country
is highlighted when there are threats to the nor'mal functioning of the system.
For' instance, in New South Wales during the I'ail strike of August, 1984 the
State Rail Authority (SRA) lost, each day, an estimated $660,000 in passenger
fares and $2 million in freight revenue (Sydney Morning Herald, August 30 ,
1984). The Retail Trader's Association indicated that store sales in Sydney
were down by 10 to 20 percent - a daily trading loss of from $2 million to $4
million - and the three major theatre chains reported a significant drop in
attendances.. On top of this ar'e extra secietal costs: the inconvenience of
getting to work, the increased vehicle operating costs to motorists and truck
drivers with the extt'a road congestion,
and additional
environmental
pollution"

Very little, if any, resear'ch has been carried out in Sydney on the
effects of industrial disputes on traveller behaviour using the functioning
transport system"
The exception is a report on the effect of the five-week
delivery strike to service stations that began in the NSW oil industIy in ,June
1979. Prepared for the Department of Main Roads of New South Wales (rea1e,
1980), the study used traffic counts ft'om permanent counting stations in the
County of Cumberland to analyse the changes in Sydney I s traffic flow which
occurred during the strike.. In the absence of any previous systematic study
C1unas (1984) set out to examine both the short-term and long-term
distur'bances which occur within urban transport systems, to determine the
responses of the relevant authorities to these disturbances, and to assess the
magnitude of the changes in travel behaviour and authorities' responses during
a specific distur'bance or' incidence" The rasman Bridge collapse in Hobart on
January 5, 1975 - the r'esu1t of a collision by 'Lake I1Iawarra', a bulk ore
carrier - has provided an instructive case study for' some of the longer term
adjustments (Lock and Gelling, 1976j Wood and Lee, 1979).
In this paper, we concentrate on the effects of the nineteen-day-Iong
rail strike in Sydney during ,June and ,July 1983 - the longest peripd that the
New South Wales system was closed down since the 37-day strike
in 1917"
There. have been nine occasi"0ns since January 1980 that passenger services in
Sydney have been disrupted but the 1983 strike is especially appropriate to
analyse because it did not coincide with the summer holiday period, school
holidays and vacations at ter'tiary institutions.. Primarily, we are interested
1" The NSW government dismissed hundreds of striking train cr'ews, including
Mr" Ben Chifley, who returned as a cleaner and was later to become Prime
Minister of Australia ..
2 .. Ihe periods for which the Sydney metropolitan passenger rail system was
closed down, and the apparent reasons for the strike, are: 19-22 February,
1980 (wage claim by track maintenance workers)j 20-26 November, 1980 (wage
dispute by drivers)j 15-17 February, 1982 (Australian Railways Union
members wage claim)j 9 December, 1982 (guards roster dispute)j 18-24
January, 1983 (Australian Railways Union train crews over cost cutting by
State Rail Authority); 14-15 February, 1983 (one-man driver operation of
trains); 29 ,June - 17 ,July, 1983 (driver's: one-man driver operation of XP'I
services) j 24 August - 2 September, 1984 (Australian Feder'ated Union of
Locomotive Enginemen objection to plans for guar'ds to ride in locomotives
of Hunter Valley coal trains)j and 19-28 ,January, 1985 (Hunter Valley coal
train drivers demarcation dispute with the Australian Railways Union over
the coverage of the obser'Ver on locomotives).
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in the change in commuters I travel behaviour to cope with the withdrawal of
suburban rail passenger services"
In particular, we attempt to establish
whether the typical media cry of I chaos' - headlines such as 'Peak-hour chaos
as four cars catch fiI'e' J referring to a collision on Parramatta Road at 6 am
that delayed tI'aftic for thirty minutes on the Monday mOIning of a rail strike
(Daily Mirror, August 27, 1984) - is warranted or whether', as suggested by the
editorial in the Sydney Morning Herald (.January 23, 1985) no matter how their
lives are being disrupted by strikes Australians are 'always meek and never
wild' and they slip into their train strike mode with extraordinary ease"
rhe first section describes a conceptual model of travel behaviour' and
indicates the feedback loops through which adjustments to travel choice are
made. This theoretical framework is tested with empirical results aimed at
quantifying the magnitude of travel adjustments during a specific transport
disturbance such as a rail strike"
The final section describes briefly how
the various transport authorities coped with the situation) which allows us to
assess the claim made by a spokesman for the Minister of Roads) Mr" Laurie
Breretou) that small changes made in traffic management) together' with
lJ1otorists using common sense, alleviate the adverse effects of a rail strike
{The Sun-Herald) September 2, 1984),
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

One of the most explicit representation of travel behaviour) both as a set of

d~c:isions

made by individuals in response to the physical transport system and
in response to the decisions of other travellers (especially in congested
urban situations) is given by reply (1982)" In 'saturated networks' _ such as
~fban roads during a rail strike affecting passenger services _ trip-makers
,:lre:> I forced to re-evaluate their decisions in response to excessive travel
times or "costs' of travel' (Teply) 1982) p" 74) .. Figure 1 shows a vertical
sequence of decision processes which are categorised into one of six levels of
~t~rel choice.. The feedbacks to various ~ 'levels of choice I are shown by the
p~ok~n
lines and they indicate the preferred alternative course of action,
l>othin the short term or in the long run"
Although the sequential ordering of 'levels of choice' may not 'reflect
intuitive) sub-conscious nature of travel decisions' several cogent points
made"
At the fir'st level) choice involves considerations about the
~7,~~and motiviation for making a tripj i f the activities themselves are not
worthwhile then no trips are made.
(The substitution of travel by
M~~c=ommunications is r'elevant here.) The second level is about locational
which affect the or'igin and the destination of the trip"
In the
term) this may involve destinations closer to origins) or trip chaining
r~~uce the amOunt of travel) but in the long ter'm it includes relocation of
workplacej and the rearrangement of social) cultural and recreational
In the advent of a disturbance to any established equilibrium
~~t the modes of travel) the third level of choice indicates transpor't
~choice decisions: for' user's of private transpott) a partial change (for
tl1I>~e park-and-r'ide) or a complete change to public transportj for users of
who are not captive riders there is a choice of private
sport.
Ihe fourth level of choice involves time of travel) both the time
~parture £r'om the origin as well as the time of arrival at the
tnation, and this is clearly a complex phenomenon (reply, 1982, p.
75j
aI, 1985)..
The fifth level of choice al'e routes which can be
modified on impulse by motor'ists, such as when an unusually long
e<of vehicles is approached or for a change of scenery.
Finally, for
the final choice) and one closely tied to route choice) is parking.
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~~81sions
~?J:::';
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~i~transport

~)et
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Routes, parking and time of travel are transport mode-specific and these have
special relevance in the application of the conceptual model to commuter
travel in Sydney during rail strikes.
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Conceptual Model of Levels of Choice in T:l:'8vel Behaviour
(Sout'ce: based on reply, 1982, Figure 11, p. 75)

Anticipating 'traffic chaos' on the first morning of a rail strike, the
Sydney commuter is faced with a series of intet'related decisions that may be
represented as Figure 2" For the mos t typical case, where there is no change
to either the location of the place of residence or the place of employment
(level of choice 2), the major travel-related decisions to resolve are whether
to make the journey from home to work or not (work at home, absenteeism) that is level of choice 1 - and once the trip is committed what transport mode
to choose (level of choice 3) "
The outcome of this choice process is
reflected in usual train travellers having to find an alternative means of
getting to work (walk, bus, ferry, cycle, motorcycle, car driver or car
passenger) and in a proportion of travellers whose transport mode is not the
train changing modes.
In this latter category, there are shifts between
public and private transport: regular motorists deterred from driving by the
expectation of unpleasant road conditions; and regular users of the buses
switching to the car because of the likelihood of over'crowding and delays on
public transport. Once these modal-choice decisions have been resolved, all
motorists are faced with decisions about the time of day of tr'avel (level of
choice 4), the route to follow (level of choice 5) and the place to park their
vehicle (level of choice 6)"
Compared with the 'established' or 'routine'
pattern of travel from home to work, motorists may make adjustments by setting
out earlier or later, by trying different routes, and by choosing (or being
forced) to park in different locations" On the return journey, at the end of
the working day, the fir'st two of these three adjustments are relevant ..
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Adjustments to Travel Behaviour of Commuters During
a Rail Strike

New South Wales rail system carried a weekday average of three-quarters of
passengers per day during 1983 travelling either within the
area (707,500) or inter-urban (47,000 from the Blue Mountains,
Central Coast)..
Of these about 600,000 are classified as
In the 1981 morning peak - defined as those people arriving at
between 7,,15 and 9,,15 am. - of the 154,850 trips to the CBD (from outside
CBD) 128,050 are for wOIk purposes (1981 Sydney Travel Survey data) and of
an estimated 77,000 commuteI'S arrived by raiL

i~'~~:~;~~"Sand
i,i

results in a worker not to making a journey to work..
In surveys
by the Sydney ChambeI of Commerce during rail strikes, absenteeism
first day of the strike was 25 percent Sydney Morning Herald, FebruaIy
1982) but was expected to reduce to about 5 percent on the second day and
on the third and final day of the strike" During the January 1983
the
fat' JanuaIy 18 was estimated as 8,,5 percent
,January 19, 1983).
On the first day of the rail
August 24, 1984 absenteeism was 10 percent
August 28, 1984)" It appears fI'om this evidence that
workforce do not travel on the fhat morning of a rail

ig~~'L~~!!c'lL~~~~
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Level of Choice 2
Not shown in Figure 2 at'e those group of commuters who have flexibility in the
length of the· jour'uey between home and worko There are those who, in filling
in the Census of Population and Housing, responded to the invitation to "Write
'N"Ao' to the question on 'the full address of the Division, or Branch, or
Section (if any) or business ••• I thereby indicating no fixed place of work..
Manning (1978, p.23) calculates that in Sydney 11 percent of male workers and
8 percent of female workers gave no work place in the 1971 Census, and we can
imagine that during a rail sU'ike some of these workers make sure their
workplaces are more, rather than less, convenient to home"
At the 1976
Census, the proportion of the total known journey-to-work trips originating
within the Sydney Statistical Division with unknown destinations was 12
percent (State rranspot't Study Group, 1980, Table 1, p. 5)"
rhete are also those who, anticipating the difficulty in getting to work,
arrange to stay with friends or relatives or in hotels/motels, and so gain
advantages with a shorter journey to work or one with more viable transport
art'angements..
Anecdotal
evidence
sugges ts
this
propot'tion might be
substantial during the ,June-July sttike of 1983"
However, only a specially
designed survey of commuters could establish the magnitude of this response"
Level of Choice 3
The effect of a rail stt'ike on bus patronage depends on the service area: the
government bus set'Vice, operated by the Urban Transit Authority (UTA), COvers
an area approximately bounded by Palm Beach, Chatswood and Epping in the
northern suburbs, Ryde, Lidcombe and Bankstown in the west, and Sans Souci in
the south" Based on the increase in fare revenues during rail strikes the UTA
estimates that patronage increased by 15 to 20 percent.
Private bus
operators, serving mainly the middle and outer subut'bs report a reduction in
patronage and r'evenue during rail strikes"
Ihis is because many routes act as
feeder services to and hom the railway stations"
In recent rail
private buses have been chartered to operate from outer metropolitan
On Mondaj, August 27, 1984 the Action For Public Transport organised
services in thirty-four areas stretching from B1acktown in the west to Wyong
in the nor-th, and reported that 60,000 ·people were carried by charter buses
during the 1983 strikes - on average about 3,000 each day.
The emergency
charter bus services organised by Action for Public Transport and the State
Rail Authority fot' the ,January 1985 rail strike covered forty-six
suburbs (Sunday Telegraph, ,January 20, 1985)"
The majority of ferry services connect harbour suburbs on the north of
Port Jackson and. the PaI"~."amatta River with Circular Quay" The Urban Iranslt
Authority estimate that dut'ing a rail strike the number of passengers
increased by approximately 20 percent"
As the ferries serve suburbs
connected by rail this increase may be explained in one of two ways.
there are commuters who either normallydr'ive to the CBD or catch a
take the fer:ry to avoid traffic congestion, especially on the approach
to the Sydney Harbour Bridge"
Secondly, there az:e those regular
travellers from the nOI'th shore who drive instead and then paz:k near a
wharf and so make the last leg of their journey by ferry.
3. In the city centre, private chartered buses were t'estr!cted to
down and picking up passengers at the following locations: Eddy
Macquarie Street Not'th; the Sydney Entertainment Centre; and West
Quay"
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Figure 3. locations of Traffic Signals at Which Iraffic Counts Were
Taken in the Sydney Metropolitan Region. The Numbering Scheme

and a Description of Each Site is Given in Appendix A"
Now that we have eliminated iutr'B--modal

shifts ther'e are those regular
travellers who change to private transport, either driving their car or
a lift fa!' all (or part) of their journey to work.
rhe outcome of
is !'eflected by the extra vehicular traffic on the roads and
here that we are able to make more accurate estimates from traffic
COunts collected from ten traffic signal locations in the Sydney
Dlet«)pc'l
area (Figure 3).
These signals are part of the computeI'ised
Co-ordinated Adaptive Traffic System (SCAl'S) which allows the Counts to
stored on computer files in the system.. The counting exercise at a sample
locations in Sydney involved the collection of fifteen-minute volumes for
directions on main roads for the period from April 6 to August 21,
and this gave suitable traffic data for per'iods before, during and after
strike of ,June and ,July" Appendix A sets out the details of each location

Obta:lnj~""
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identified in terms of the intersection name, the identification number' of
signals (that is, the TeS No.), the street or road from which the data
collected and the direction of the traffic flow" All of these counting
are
situated
on main
roads
but
because of
the different
characteI'istics of the areas which these roads connect and the different
accessibility between these areas to the rail system, the change in
patterns would not be expected to be the same at all locations"

rhe conventional wisdom is that the volume of road traffic iuer'eases
during rail str'ikes.,
This is a very general statement and would appear
especially to those who travel by road during rail stI'ikes and to the med1~
reporters J to be true..
If this is formulated as a hypothesis we can compare
and contrast the daily traffic counts on the ruesdays and Wednesdays before
dur'ing and after' the rail strike"
These are the most stable days for commute;
traffic and are not affected by public holidays) long weekends or late night
shopping.
The daily volumes collected at the ten sites are tabulated by
Clunas (1984) Appendix A) and only the vat'iations in daily volumes are shown
in Table 1 fot, inbound traffic and Table 2 for the outbound traffic.
Table 1..

Comparison of Daily Inbound 'Tt'aftic Volumes Before, During
and After the .July 1983 Rail Strike

Location
Oxfo<d

Sf

13,231

13,564 (+2 .. 5%)

13,026 (-1.5%)

Victoria Rei
(TCS 1553)

33,749

34,230 (+1..4%)

33,221 (-1.6%)

Military Rei
(rCS 1224)

23,798

22,679 (-4 . .7%)

23,536 (-1.1%)

25,946

28,065 (+8.2%)

25,932 (-0.1%)

Milperra Rei
(TCS 2235)

23,133

23,453 (+1..4%)

22,937 (-0.8%)

Hume Highway
(rCs 755)

26,484

27,414 (+3,,5%)

26,796 (+1..2%)

Woodvi lIe Rd
(rcs 12)

18,561

18,767 (+1.1%)

18,729 (+1.09%)

(TCS362)

Rocky Point Rei
.. (ICS 728)

1..

Average Daily 'Traffic (Veh/Day)
Before Strike
During Strike
After Strike

TCS - identification number of the signals.

(Figures in parenthesis are percentage change from mean VOlumes 'before f
the strike).
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Table 2:

Comparison of Daily Outbound Traffic Volumes
Before, During
and
After the ,July 1983 Rail Strike

Location

Average Daily Iraffic (Veh/Day)
During Strike
After Strike
23,693
24,683 (+4,,2%)
23,643 (-0,,2%)

Before Strike

oxford Sf

(TCS362)
Victoria Rd
(TCS 1553)

29,263

29,740 (+1..6%)

28,675 (-2,,0%)

Military Rd

24,719

24,637 (-0,3%)

24,906 (+0.8%)

24,697

26,791 (+8,,5%)

24,722 (+0.0%)

11,668

11,416 (-2,2%)

11,685 (+0.1%)

26,108

27,239 (+4,,3%)

25,670 (-1. 7%)

18,604

18,944 (+1..8%)

18,658 (+0.3%)

(TCS 1224)
Taren Point Rd

(TCS 374)
Milperra Rd

(TCS 2335)
Hume Highway

(rCS 755)
Rd

number of the signals
in parenthesis are percentage change from mean volumes 'before'
strike) "
The statistical technique used was the students t test concerning the
in the means of vOlumes recorded beto"re, during and after the July
rail strike.,
The two null hypotheses are that there is no difference
the mean daily volumes mea§ured at each location for the period before
(measured £tom May 31) and (a) during the strike (between June 29
17) and (b) after the st!'ike (measured from July 18 to August 13)"
hYPolth"s"s refer to traffic on Tuesdays and Wednesdays"
rhe analysis
that of the fourteen sepa!ate and directional twenty-four hour total
only
five
(about
one-·third)
showed
statistically
significant
'f"re'nc,es between the 'before' and 'during' the rail strike" One of these
lower' than for the 'before' period, indicating that the
settled ba~ 'normal'..
No statistically significant differences
for counts 'before' and 'after'"
total daily traffic volumes are not very illuminating the traffic
were segmented to provide total volumes at each location for th!ee
during the day: from 5,,00 to 10.00 am; from 10 .. 00 am to 2.,30 pm; and
to 7 .. 00 pm. Comparisons of these counts are given in Tables 3 to 7"
for each of the three days available have been given to show the
which occurred as the str'ike progressed ..
demonstrates that in most cases significant increases in traffic
recorded dU!ing the morning inbound peak - about 15 percent along
corridor and about 10 per'cent along the western corridor..
The
e""",",·,,," was Military Road, where typical decreases of 7 percent were
De'"'e",""," were also recorded on the first day of the strike at the
1
lli:ilh <aY and Woodville Road locations and on July 6 for the Milperra Road
the reasons for the increase are obvious some comments on the
ar'e required"
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Table 3: CompaI'ison of Morning Peak Inbound 'Traffic Volumes
(5 .. 00 am to 10.00 pm) Before and During the .July 1983 Rail StIike
Aver'age

Location

Traffic
Before

Traffic Volume on the Spec!f led Day
5 .July
29 June
6 July

Strike
(veh)
Oxford St

3,868(+5.3%)

3,912(+6 .5%)

3,750(+2.1%)

10,701

12,570(+17.5%)

11,627(+8 .. 7%)

12,041(+12.3%)

8,019

7,469(-7 .. 4%)

7,405(-7.7%)

7,377(-7 .. 3%)

11,483

13,171(+14 .. 7%)

13,169(+14 .. 7%)

13,338(+16.1%)

10,231

11,069(+8 .. 2%)

10,940(+6.9%)

9,241(-9.7%)

9,711

8,577(-11.7%)

10,581(+9.0%)

10 .. 724(+10 .4%)

5,614

5,200(-7.4%)

5,790(+3.1%)

5,659(+0 .. 8%)

3,673

(TCS362)1
Victoria Rd

(TCS 1553)
Military Rd

(TCS 1224)
Rocky Point Rd

(TCS 728)
Milper:r'8 Rd

(rCS 2335)
Hume Highway

(TCS 755)
Woodville Rd

(TCS 12)
1"

Tes - identification number of the signals

(Figures in par'enthesis are percentage change from mean volumes 'before'
the stt'ike)"
Ihe decrease in Military Road traffic has three possible explanations:
that motorists facing long downstream delays at the Warringah Expr'essway have
taken alternative routes to work in the North Sydney -St Leonards areas; that
consIderable car pooling took place; or, that commuters used alternate means
to get to work"
Although no data is available on the first two possibilities
the third is a plausible explanation because many areas have access to the
harbour fer'ry services,
This is supported by the 20 percent incr'ease in the
use of ferry services.
rhe fall in volumes at the Hume Highway and Woodville
Road locations on June 29, 1983 was probably due to people taking alternative
routes because of two accidents that occurred between the counting location
and the intersection of Woodville Road and Hume Highway (see, also, Figure 3).
HoweveI, the decrease of 10 percent at Milperra Road on ,July 6, 1983 cannot be
explained from the data available but a traffic decrease (14 percent) was also
experienced at the same time in the opposite direction ..
As the morning period outbound volumes showed a general increase, but at
a slightly lower percentage than the inbound volumes discussed above, they are
not tabulated here. Once again Military Road was the notable exception to the
trend with decreases of 4 .. 4 percent, 3.4 percent and 4.5 percent on the three
days for which data was available ..
In rable 4, the business-hour's inbound volumes indicate decreases in
Victoria Road and Military Road on all three days of the strike. As these are
two of the closer locations to the CBO the decreases may reflect a reluctance
of shoppers and business people to go to the CBD where there is little
of finding convenient parking..
At other locations a general increase
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volumes over the normal average value was detected. Ihe Hume Highway location
the most consistent and highest increases of 6 percent, 9 per'cent and 7
for the three days.,

rable 4:

Gomparison of Business Hours Inbound Traffic Volumes

(l0.00 am to 2 •.30 pm) Before and During the July 1983 Rail Strike
Aver'age

Location

T:raffic

Before
Strike

Rocky Point Rd

2335)
Highway
(TCS

755)
Rd

res -

5 July

6 .July

5,707(+2,9%)

5,794(+4,,5%)

8,703

8,649(-0,,6%)

8,345(-4,,1%)

8,262(-5,,1%)

5,935

5,864(-1..2%)

5,749(-3,,1%)

5,625(-5,2%)

5,654

6,025(+6,,6%)

5,910(+4.5%)

5,646(-0 . 2%)

5,205

5,432(+4,,3%)

5,301(+1..8%)

5,150(-1.1%)

6,055

6,410(+5,,9%)

6,605(+9,1%)

6,473(+6,,9%)

5,081

5,327 (+4,8%)

5,236 (+3.1%)

5,310 (+4.5%)

728)
Milperr'a Rd

rraffic Volume on the Specified Day
29 ,June

identification number of the signals
are percentage change from mean v.olumes 'before'

5 shows that variations in traffic volumes during business hours for
traffic was little different from normal fCl: Oxford Street, Military
and Milperra Road (the latter site recorded an 8 percent decrease from
on July 5, 1983)"
Increases in outbound VOlumes were recorded at
Road (9 percent), Hume Highway (8 percent) and Taren Point Road (6
The most probable explanation for the increases experienced in
Road was that from 1..30 pm onwards people able to leave the CBD early
to avoid the congestion of the evening peak period"
One would expect that the evening outbound volumes would reflect the same
ch"n!;es found in the morning inbound volumes but as seen in Table 6 this was
entirely the case..
The only locations at which the same increases in
for both morning and evening occurred were those at the Rocky Point
Point Road and Hume Highway locations. The lower outbound increase
the evening peak along Victoria Road and the Hume Highway reinforce the
that those able to leave work early did so to avoid congestion. Outbound
(Iable 7) were very little different from the average at Oxford Street
Milperra Road" Military Road volumes showed an increase from the average
two of the three days for which traffic VOlumes were recorded dur'ing the
This could indicate that the decreases occurring in the morning wer'e
due to motorists taking alternate routes to the North Sydney area (that
not a symmetrical morning and evening route choice)"
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Table 5: Comparision of Business Hours Outbound Traffic Volumes
(10.00 am to 2.30 pm) Before and During the 1983 Rail Strike

Location

Average
Traffic
BefoI'e

'traffic Volume on the Specified Day
29 ,June
5 July
6 ,July

Strike

Oxford Sf
(TCS362)
Victoria Rd

6,422

6,923(+7.8%)

7,070(+10.1%)

7,002(+9.0%)

(TCS 1553)
Military Rd
(TCS 1224)

5,650

5,783(+0,,6%)

5,626(-0.4%)

5,717(+1.2%)

Rocky Point Rd

4,999

5,510 (+10.2%)

5,306 (+6.1%)

5,122 (+2.5%)

3,026

2,940(-2,,8%)

2,782(-8.1%)

2,973(-1.8%)

Hume Highway
(TCS 755)

5,884

6,4259(-9.2%)

6,276(+6.7%)

6,324(+7.6%)

Rd

4,872

5,059(+3.8%)

4,949(+1.6%)

4,943(+1.4%)

(TCS 728)
Milperra Rd

(TCS 2335)

Table 6: Compat'ision of Peak Evening Inbound 'fI'affic Volumes
(2,,30 pm to 7.00 pm) Befol'e and During the 1983 Rail Strike

Location

Average
Traffic
Before
Strike

rt:'affic Volume on the Specified Day

29 June

5 July

6 July

(veh)
Oxford Sf
(TCS362)

8,564

9,031(+5.5%)

8,957(+4.6%)

9,198(+7 .4%)

Victor'la Rd

8,819

8,457(-4,,1%)

7,869(-10.8%)

8,022(--9.0%)

5,624

5,374(-4.5%)

5,235(-6.9%)

5,228(-7,,1%)

5,831

6,237(+7.0%)

5,914(+1.4%)

5,892(+1..0%)

4,971

4,919(-1.1%)

4,770(-4.1%)

4,775(-4.0%)

6,795

6,844(+0,,7)

6,861(+1.0%)

6,934(-2.0%)

5,212

5,170(-0.8%)

5,191(-0.4%)

5,199(-0.3%)

(TCS 1553)
Military Rd

(TCS 1224)
Rocky Point Rd

(TCS 728)
Milpetra Rd

(TCS 2335)
flume Highway

(TCS 755)
woodvil1e Rd

(TCS 12)
1.

res -

identification number of the signals

(Figures in parenthesis are percentage change from mean volumes 'before'
the strike)"
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Table 7: Comparision of Peak Evening Outbound Traffic Volumes
(2.30 pm to 7.00 pm) Before and During the 1983 Rail Strike

Location

Average
Traffic
Before
Strike

ftaffic Volume on the Specified Day
5 ,July
6 July

29 June

(veh)

Point Rd

3,109

3,169(+L9%)

3,026(-2.6%)

3,017(-3,,0%)

10,369

10,184(-1.8%)

10,878(+4,,9%)

ll,025(+6.3%)

8,099

8,082(-0.2%)

8,668(+7,,0%)

8,515(+5.1%)

ll,517

13,085(+13.6%)

13,264(+15.2%)

13,014(+13,,0%)

3,723

3,695(-0.8%)

3, 787(+L 7%)

3,656(-1..8%)

10,312

10,939(+6.1%)

10,962(+6 .. 3%)

10,880(+5 . 5%)

6,085

5,989(-L6%)

5,890(-3,,2%)

5,930(-2 . 6%)

728)
Rd
2335)
Highway

755)
Rd

- identification number of the signals
in parenthesis are percentage change from mean volumes 'before'
strike) .'
extent to which vehicle occupancy~ increases during rail strikes is
determine.
By carrying more passengers, or making car-pooling
motorists gain benefit from using 'Transit' lanes which require

of three persons in the vehicle, but the metropolitan-wide impact of
not known"
The major factor limiting the number of vehicles ente:ring
is the available parking space" There a:re 25,638 parking spaces in
eBn which a:re available for all-day pa:rking - this almost matches the
of 25,650 drivers who ente:r the eBn during the mo:rning peak period
Travel Su:rvey). Together with the 9,050 car passengers a typical
occupancy rate is about 1.,35"
From the Sydney Travel Survey, if the
who travel by train a:r'e forced to go to the eBn by other' means and
for a 20 percent increase in bus and ferry patronage, approximately
might make the journey by car" The figure will obviously be slightly
some jou:rueys such as work, shopping and personal business would be
!'9 r "1100,e due to the rail stI'ike. If a figure of 70,000 additional trips by
the eRn is assumed and the above occupancy rate of 1 .. 35 was to be
ffi8~~.i~~n,~: then an additional 52,000 vehicles would enter the CBO during the
ID
peak..
rhis was not detected in the traffic volumes discussed above,
it reflected in the parking figuI'es.

Roads and Motorists Association (NRMA) p:romotes this by
whether motorists can assist with carpooling or whether people want
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During the 1983 rail strike an estimated 5,600 additional parking
were made available in the inner city area; these were fully utilised.
parking for 8,000 vehicles was made available at Maore Park but only about
vehicles used this area daily. Thus, about 6) 000 additional vehicles
in and around the CBD daily during the strike"
rhese figures suggest
occupancy in vehicles entering the eBD increases from 1" 53 to 3.3 - which
significant increase ..

Level of Choice 4
Quarter-'hourly volume profiles of daily traffic counts were extracted from
data for the locations at Victor'ia Road (reS Nos" 1553 and 651), Military
(reS Nos. 1224 and 637), Hume Highway (TeS No. 755 - both directions),
Woodville Road (TeS 12 - both directions) and these provide an
picture of the temporal distribution of traffic. They are included in
(1984, Figures 3.4 to 3 .. 35) and help answer such questions as: (a)
'IlUignitude of the first days' 'chaos' of a rail strike by compar'ing a 'before
'
condition with conditions on the fir'st day of the strike; (b) the extent
which initial adjustments are maintained during a long strike by comparing
'before' condition with conditions at the start of the second week. of
strike; (c) what subsequent adjustments are made by travellers as the strike
continues by comparing say conditions on the first day of the strike
those on the first day of the second week; and (d) to see whether
patte:rns return to to 'normal' by comparing the 'before' and
conditions.
These graphical plots (Figure 4) give a much clearer indication of
time of journey to work travel than the tabulated volume counts. Perhaps
most noticeable feature is
the clear demonstration of
the
distribution of traffic: during a rail strike the morning peak at res
1553 (Victoria Road) and 755 (Hume Highway) commenced about an hour
than normal (Figure 4 (a) and (b»"
Figure 4 (c) also plots the drop
volumes during the morning period inbound at TeS 1224 (Military Road)
to ..in the discussion above.. In this case, there is not a shift in the
but the volume of the flows has been reduced fI'om 7 to 9 am"
Level of Choice 5
Very little data on travel conditions on the roads during rail strikes
available and there is no evidence to quantify changes in :r'oute
However, during the strike which occurred in ,June and ,July, 1983 a
travel times was carried out by the Department of Main Roads, NSW ..
survey was reported in the Sydney Morning Herald (,July 5, 1983). The ac:cu,racy
of the figures in both surveys is questionable because they were not
out unde.r controlled 'conditions and probably only one journey time
measured and reported.
The results of the surveys are detailed by
(1984, Tables 3 .. 1 and 3 .. 2, pp" 46-47) to show the relative iucr'eases in
experienced by commuters during the morning and evening peaks travelling
and from the CBn.
rhe DMR figures r'eveal a wide variability in extra travel time 20-40 percent more on routes that vary from between 14 and 54 km.. But in
cases, with the exception of Watsons Bay (in the Easter'n Suburbs) which
only be minimally affected by additional traffic generated by the rail
road
traveller's
experienced
considerably
longer
journey
times
Sydney Morning Herald survey shows a doubling on some routes).. rhe va<r,cat:l ono
in travel times during the strike may be explained by the fact that
cause significant numbers of motorists to change routes and the time that
commence their journeys.
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Level of Choice 6
rhe usual parking situation in the CBD is established by a survey by
Sydney City Council in 1979"
The total number of spaces was 25,638
(categorised by 12,377 public off-'street spaces, 11,177 private of'f-'s,., •••
spaces and 1,084 unrestt'icted on-street spaces)"
Special al'rangements

assist people getting to work in the City during train strikes are made

the
State Transport Emergency and fable 8 sets out the emergency car
locations and gives their vehicle capacity" The 9.30 am opening curfew at
city parking stations is lifted during rail strikes. The Moore Park site On
the southeast corner of the CBD has a capacity of 8,000 cars but despite
free shuttle bus service run by the Urban Tt'ansit Authol'ity (UTA) to and from
Elizabeth Stteet (6,,00 to 9,,30 am and 3.00 to 6,,30 pm) was reported to be
about 10 percent full.
rhus, the parking supply is increased by about
percent.

Table 8:

Emergency Car Parking Made Available by the State Transport
Emergency Committee

Location Number l
1

2
3
4
5
8
9
11

Site

Capacity
(Vehicles)

Domain
Darling Harbour
2
Moore Park
Wentworth Park
Hunt1ey's Point Road 3
Bondi ,Junction
Hickson Road
Tempe Railway Station2

3,000
2,000

Iotal
1"

2"
3"

8,000
2,100

200
n/a
500
n/a
15,800

Locations 6 (Gardeners Road Public School), 7 (North Sydney Boys
School and Crows Nest High School) and 10 (Cleveland Street High
were available during the August 1984 rail strike which coincided
school holidays.
Connected to CBD by UTA shuttle or regular service
7.40 am ferry from G1adesville to Circular Quay; return at 5,,30 pm from
Circular Quay
(Source: based on Sydney Morning Herald, August 28, 1984)

RESPONSE OF rHE TRANSPORI AUTHORITIES
The responses of the tl'affic authorities in the Ministry of Transport,
Police Depar'tment and in the Department of Main Roads have been
towards the minimisation of road congestion" With the exper'ience of a
of rail strikes over recent years a plan of action has been developed.
following eight arr'angements al'e brought into effect during a stt'ike by
State Trauspolt Emel'gency Committee"
1.

In 1983, 'clearway' hours, which normally apply from 6,,30 am to
and from 3.30 am to 6,,00 pm, are extended to begin thirty minutes
and to end thirty minutes later - that is, 6,,00 am to 9,,30 am
to 6.30 pm.
For the strike in August, 1984 'clearway'
extended to 5.30 am to 10,,30 am and from 2.30 pm to 7,,30 pm.
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on

'clearways'

are

permitted

to

pick.

up

and

set

down

private buses are given specific locations in the city to pick

and set down passenger's ..

are permitted to multiple hire.
inSUI'ance provisions concerning: the carrying of passengers
vehicles are waived to encourage car pooling..
The NRMA
with a 'hot-line' telephone number to facilitate car pooling ..
toll on the

Sydney Harbour B'ridge is abolished

- a loss of government revenue of about

to improve traffic

16,000 per day.

noted in fable 8, additional car parking areas are provided within the
CBn and surrounds"
are made to traffic signal
to arterial roads"

timings

to provide longer green

of these traffic management schemes on easing
stdl,es is summarised in the concluding section"

the disruption of

of an industrial dispute on the rail transport system have been
strikes affect wide areas but in differ'eat ways" During rail
the effect is immediate because those persons who normally travel by
are forced to find an alternate mode..
The experience of r'ecent rail
ii"i'i,t,iik:es indicates that the majority of r'ail commuters are forced to travel to
road in private cars"
In many cases, these additional cars,
those going into the CBD, wilr have to travel on roads on which
@:
flows are at, or near, capacity in normal peak hour conditions" The
vehicles cause these levels to be exceeded and satur'ation results:
times increase by the order of 20 to 40 percent, accor'ding to a
fll·.ri""'-mo'nr of Main Roads survey, perhaps higher according to the newspapers ..

i'illi~~.~;;~:;l'~~.~

traffic counts taken befor'e, during and after a rail strike from ten
signal locations in the Sydney metropolitan area it was demonstr'ated
all showed significant increases in daily tr'aftic dur'ing the strike.
fourteen counting locations only five indicated significant changes in
- of about 10 percent - and of the five, one location actually
Yj
a fall in volumes in the morning peak period"
Iher'e were also
in the afternoon peak but these did not all reflect the same
in:
as those in the evening peak..
It was also found that in some ar'eas
Was likely that capacity was approached the temporal duration of the
extended: the morning peak began about an hour earlier and ended at
time as under normal conditions"
The same effect of peak spreading
ob.served from the evening peak at some locations"
The occupancy of
011n~"~J.es entering the CBD was estimated to have increased significantly _ it
from 1...5 to about three" It Would appear from the analysis that the
of parking in and around the CBD could be the major factor in
the number of pr'ivate cars driven to work during a train strike"

'i~k!@:J~<l.:~lI:;ne~

i"~~~l;~~~eincreases

if~ifJt~~~~~,;Y

it has been suggested by some observers that traffic conditions
dawn and improve as people adjust their travel habits during rail
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strikes there was not enough evidence in the traffic data available to
determine whether this was true or not u One thing that is certain) and this
point is common to all traffic disruptions) is that their effects can be
minimised by proper planning_ In the case of the industrial disputes on the
railways the planning of the authorities descI:'ibed in this paper is augmented
by the motorist making adjustments to commuting habits in an effort to reduce
individual travel costs and the disruption to the urban economy"
The fact
that motorists do cope and that the changes made in traffic management are
effective should give the Minister for Roads more confidence to address the
media during the next rail strike"
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APPENDIX A - rraffic Counting Locations
For each location in Figure 3, a short description of the characteristics
likely
to
affect
traffic
patterns
is given together with:
(a)
the
at which the signals are located; Cb) the idenfitication number
of the signals (TeS no,,); (c) the road (or street) from which the data was

collected; and (d) the direction of the traffic flow"
Oxford Street links the CBD and Bond! Junction in the eastern suburbs.,
The main parallel public transport connection is the Eastern Suburbs railway
which carries 68,000 passengers daily"
Location 1: (a) Oxford Street and Ocean Street, Woollahra; (b) res No"
Cc) Oxford Street; (d) Eastbound (outbound) and westbound (inbound).

362;

Victoria Road carries traffic between the CBD and the north-western and
western suburbs" The outer suburbs are served by the northern (Strathfield to
Hornsby) and western (PaI':ramatta) railway lines.
The counting sites are
located on the western edge of the CBD, adjacent to the Glebe Island Bridge.
Location 2: (a) Victotia Road and Sommerville Road, Rozelle; (b) lCS No" 1553;
(c) Victoria Road; (d) Eastbound (inbounrl)"
Location 3: (a) Victoria Road and The Crescent, Rozelle;
Victoria Road; (d) Westbound (outbound) ..

(b)

rcs No. 651;

(c)

Military Road cal:'ries traffic between the Warringah Expressway and
northern beach suburbs via the Spit Bridge"
There is no rail service to the
WarI'ingah penninsula.. Although this road is the most direct route between the
Spit Bridge and the CBn there is a slightly longer, sign-posted by-pass route
around Spit Junction"
Regular ,ferry services in this area carry passengers
from Manly, Cremorne, Mosman and Neutral Bay to Circular Quay.
"Location 4: (a) Military Road and Spit ~Road, Spit Junction;
(c) Military Road; (d) Northbound (outbound)"

(b)

Location 5: (a) Military Road and Cowles Road, Spit Junction;
1224; (c) Military Road;
(d) Southbound (inbound)"

rcs No,

(b)

TCS

637;

No ..

Rocky Point Road and Iaren Point Road are the approaches to Iaren Point
Brigde..
The counting sites are located on each approach"
These roads link
the southern subul:bs to the CBD via either the Princess Highway or General
Holmes Drive" A rail service exists between Cronulla and the City"
Location 6: (a) Rocky Point Road and Wellington Road,
728; (c) Rocky Point Road; (d) Northbound (inbound)"

Sans Souci;

(b)

rcs No,

Location 7: (a) raren Point Road and Holt Road, raren Point; (b) rcs No"
(c) raren Point Road; (d) Southbound (outbound) ..

374;

Milperra Road links the south-western areas of Liverpool and Campbelltown
to the industrial areas of Bankstown"
From Bankstown, Milperra Road joins
Canterbury Road which provides access to the inner southern suburbs and to the
CBD"
A tail service exists between Campbelltowu, Liverpool and the CBD"
Travel by train from Liverpool to suburbs such as Bankstown, East Hills or
suburbs on the Sutherland (Illawarra) line requires at least one change of
train depending on the route taken"
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Location 8: (a) Milperra Road and Mur'ray ,Jones Drive, Milper'l'a; (b) res
2235; (c) Milperra Road; (d) Eastbound (inbound) and westbound (outbound).
rhe Hume Highway the most direct road link between Liverpool and the
It !'educes in width f:['QID six to four lanes as it gets closer to the CBD,

the narrow sections, capacity is approached during peak periods..
At
counting site the highway is a six-lane, dual-carriageway road.
1 km towa:rds the city from the counting location the three-lane,
carriageway reduces to two lanes to er'oss the historic Lansdowne Bridge"
further 1/2 km beyond that point the capacity is again restricted by a
at-grade intersection (Woodville Road and Henry Lawson Drive). Direct
services either via Gr'anville or Regents Park connect Liverpool to the City.
location 9: (a) Hume Highway and Lansdowne Road, Lansdownej Cb) res No..
(c) Hume Highway; Cd) Eastbound (inbound) and westbound (outbound).

755;

Woodville Road links the south--western suburbs in the Milperra area with
Parr'amatta" There is no direct rail service between these aI'eas"
Location 10: (a) Woodville Road and Kirrang Stl'eet, Villawood; Cb) TCS No.
12; Cc) Woodville Road; (d) Northbound (inbound) and southbound (outbound) ..
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